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Introduction

Improve survival rete ?

Chum salmon is one of important fishery resources in the North Pacific. Recently,
under changing climate, return of chum salmon in Hokkaido tend to decrease. More
precise juvenile release operation is required for adapting to changing climate
including warming sea temperature with adjusting sea entry condition. It is
necessary for this precise operation to predict coastal marine environment in the
release period and monitor short-term change in coastal residency. We develop a
supporting information system for optimization of salmon release operation in
Okhotsk coast.
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Figure 5. Adaptive salmon release operation

Figure １. There are 160
salmon release stations in
Hokkaido (red circle)

Visualization by Prototype Web-GIS
Figure 2. Target region for this service. There
are 17 salmon release stations in Kitami region
(red circle).

R&D of supporting information system
This system was designed as web-based visualization to consist two service sites,
monitoring of marine environment (marine site) and supporting of salmon release
operation (release site). In marine site, we employ the output of eddy-resolving
analysis model based on four-dimensional variational assimilation and a high(2-km)
resolution forecast model covering Japanese coastal areas developed by Japan
Meteorological Agency. We also use GCOM-C satellite SGLI data, sea surface
temperature (SST) and chlorophyll-a, with 250m spatial resolution operated by JAXA.
In release site, there are two functions, one is SST prediction function and the other is
salmon release simulation function. In SST prediction page, we obtain three months
prediction SST using autoregressive model developed by using long term Satellite
SST data sets. In salmon release simulation page, when we input number of release
operation, date, release fork length, and number of release salmon, we obtain mean
fork length, which is one of index of survival/return rate, in the period of offshoring from
coastal residency.
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Figure 7. An example of Salmon Release Site

On-going and future operation
To optimize of salmon release operation, we employ prototype Web-GIS as a tool for
visualization with salmon release simulation function. We have started to use the
prototype system this salmon release season in spring 2021.
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